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K GXTOG1C KM OUT 010 RUSTY L'.KK MIMING COM ORATION

CLAIM-GROUP, Llfl'TH TOWNSHIP, ONTARIO

Geologi c mapping of the Rusty Lake Mining Corporation claim-group in the 
Gowgar 3u District, Ontario, was carried out by six students under the direction 
of Dr, W. T. Klberty, from Juno 9 to September l, 1961. The project was supervised 
by !')r, Robert C), Bloomer. The purpose of the mapping program was to determine 
the gc 5logy in order to plan an efficient exploratory and development program 
in the claim-group and adjacent area. The property it? located seven miles south 
of Gov :'.anda, Ontario, in the southeast corner of Leith Township,

Rich silver, cobalt, and nickle deposits occur as penetrated veins in the 
Mi pi SE ing diabase of Keweenawan age between Sudbury and Gowganda. The infrlten 
d i a bat ;,- intnided older rock r, of Keewatin and Itaronian age. Many of the diabase 
intrusions in the vicinity of Gowganda are sheet-like masses (sills) more or less 
jk'irall el to the layering of the surrounding rocks. Keewatin rocks consist of 
d ef o rn ;:d 3 ir i altered volcanics and sediments intruded by granite. Huronian rocks 
are ycanger than the Keewatin and are subdivided, in the Gowganda area, into two 
formations. The oldest formation is known as the Gowganda formation and youngest 
is called the Lorrain formats on.

(JM10GJLOF THri C3 AIM-GROUP 

Hock: 'Types

A geologic ma}) of the claim-group is included with this report. Nipissing 
di abac B and the Gowganda formation crop out within the boundaries of tha claim- 
group, lorrain formation is exposed just south of the claim area. Keewatin rocks 
were r st encountered within the staked area.

The Gowganda formation is an ancient glacial deposit (tillite) containing 
more c r less glacial stream and lake deposits. Jt consists of a heterogeneous 
as semi l age of rock types formed from the muds, sands, a,nd gravels, and tills 
deposited by glaciation a billion or more years ago. These ancient glacial dejosits 
form ci extensive rock unit (formation). However, within this unit the various 
rock types are complexly intermixed and form countless small lens-shaped masses. 
Hock types grudo one into another or are sharply separated one from another. 
These relations have beon complicated by folding and faulting and copious intrusion 
of lai ,'c masses of Nipissing diabase,

The: Gowganda tillite is overlain by the Lorrain formation which is exposed 
in a .1 irge area south of the claim group. This formation consists of a great 
thickress of interlayered medium-grained quartzite, feldspathic quartzite, and 
eonglc norati c qu?irt?.ite. In contrast with the Gowganda formation, the Lorrain 
is a homogeneous rock unit,,

N i pi K si ng diabase intruded into the Gowganda formation and 3.orrain rocks. 
At least fifty percent of the staked area consists of diabase. This diabase 
contains the most persistent mineral showings encountered during geologic mapping.

Diabase w;is formed from the cooling and solidification of molten rock- 
formir t material derived from the depths of the earth. This rock is a dark-gray 
aggrefite of two predominant minerals (plagioclase feldspar and pyroxene). The 
in-trgir 3 of the diabase intrusion arc fine-grained because rapid cooling of the 
melt i "i contact with cooler rocks caused solidification before large crystals had 
a char:e to form. Cooling was not as rapid away from the contact zones and 
consecjently the diabase i5 coarser-grained towards the center of the mass. In 
some j iris of the claim-group, the diabase is extremely coarse-grained (crystals 
an i ne i or more in si?,o), indicating very slow cooling of the melt, Durinf the 
emplacement (intrusion) of the molten rock, portions of the invaded (Gowganda) 
rock v ;re assimilated by the melt, thus locally changing its chemical composition 
so thE: the complex contained more SiO^, K^O, 002, ^.nd other constituents. When 
these chemically altered jortions of the melt solidified they produced a red or 
pink r )ck called granophyre, and mineral viens.

STRUCTURAL OK)LOGY

The Gowgurda and Lorrain formations have been folded and faulted. This 
deformation imparts marked "5.rain" to the geology and to the topography of the 
reg:!or. The grain or regiona}. trend in the area is north-south to northeasts-southwest
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i/ith c conspicuous f 'xoeption. In the vicinity of G'Gorimn L.tko the Lorrain 
format Ion has a northwest--southeast trend roughly at ri ph t angles to the rest 
of the area. Farther south (along the southern edge of the map area, and on 
a:ir p} stos of the rep on south of the map area) the trend of the Lorraine appears 
to swj ng back into a north -south direction more or less parallel to the regional 
trend Df the north of O 'Corman Lake, The reason for the deviation in the trend 
of the Lorrfon rocks as thought to be a major fault located along the O 'Gorman 
Lake -\alley, This O 'Gorman Lake fault also explains the apparent truncation of 
the se utherri extension of the claim-group diabase northwest of O 'Gorman Lake.

Outcrops of the Gowganda formation contaj n minor structures such as 
fracti red rock (breccia), rock cleavage, minor folding, llneated minerals, and 
.lineal intersections.

The in tin diabase mass containing the old mine workings is probably a macs 
that n jved into the surrounding formations from below and is best defined as a 
boss, i/Jhil.e the boundaries of such a mass are more or less vertical, cutting 
throu? i the older formations, in detail there are probably insertions of the 
diabase along layering in the jmrgiris. Other boss-like masses and numerous sheet 
like:, approximately vertical masses are scattered throughout the region,

Somewhat hy|iothetical cross sections of the map area are included with 
tho rt port, and should help the reader to visualise the relations described above,

The most promising mineral vein aone in the map area extends from the 
north t ist shore of Flamgan Lake, along the trend of Shafts l, 2, 3 , and 4, to 
the ne rthern contact of the diabase; a distance of approximately 4000 feet,

Numerous samples of cobalt, nickle, and copper minerals were collected 
from t ie waste piles near the shafts into this mineralized zone. The immediate 
proble r. now is to ascertain the dimensions of the mineral vein system :uid hence 
the qt intity of ore present in the system,

A number of other interesting mineral showings are indicated on the 
geologic map, /.l though the vein system along tha old mine workings is of most 

 nce, other showings should not be ignored,

DI ill. LING

A drilling program is regarded as of foremost importance in development, 
'.h consideration has been given to pumping the old shafts, it is believed 

that 5 jch an operation should be proceeded by a core drilling program. Such a 
progrs n, as conceived, would prove or disprove the length of the mineral veined 
!',one c" greatest promise, and prove the depth to which this zone extends,

A pumping program, on the other hand, would probably cost as much or more 
than tie drilling program conceived, whi le providing no additional information 
with inspect to the length and depth of the mineral veined zone. Furthermore, 
there is little doubt that an extensive and expensive drilling program would have 
to fol Low the pumping of the present workings in order to locate sufficient reserves 
to justify the making of a mine,

The drilling program recommended would consist of from six to twelve holes 
arraye 3 at appropriate distances parallel to the margin of the diabase intrusion, 
but legated in the Gowganda formation. At least some of these holes should be 
spaced at intervals of the order of 200 to 400 feet. The length of the holes should 
be of ,,he order of fiom 500 to 1000 feet. The angle, varying somewhat with precise 
locati Jn, should be between about 45 arid 60 degrees,

The drilling should be done by a responsible company (properly equipped and 
with trilled and experienced personnel). Also, a competent geologist, preferrably 
one f a ni liar with the field mapping pro grain, should be in charge of this program, 
This f riologist, or one of his colleagues, should be in residence throughout the 
active drilling and solely responsible for the logging, casing, and storage of 
the cc res,
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A number of showings scattered in the area should be probed with a pack 
drill )perated b;v company personnel. Such a preliminary drilling program should 
prove ir disprove the need for far more expensive deep drilling,

PROPERTY

Immediately a competent and trustworthy person should be employed to locate, 
tap,, aid register all of the claims in the claim-group. A!SO some care should be 
taken ,o slake peripheral, property in order to guarantee the rights safegaurding 
develo jment in the area.

MAPPING

Additional field mapping in the area should be undertaken in order to clarify 
detail 5 peripheral to the old mine locality, explore soms rather vague indications 
of oth 3i' mineral vein zones, and to develope a theory for the origin of the 
minerc Libation.
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